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Vediamo download version 2016 & 2017 (MB & McMode). FEHISACÂ . MB C4 is used to process the repair. Home >
Support > Service & Support > Service and Support > Service and Support > Warranty and Support & Support >

Technical Support & Support.Q: Java regex can replace 1 character but can't replace a single character I am trying to
figure out why my regex only replaces one character, while my input string consists of multiple characters. I have a
string "a8r" and i am trying to replace the "8" with "8" but my code is replacing it with "8". This is my code, where c
is the input string and it's my regex. String c = "a8r"; Pattern p = Pattern.compile("([a-zA-Z0-9]+)(\\d)"); Matcher m

= p.matcher(c); int i=0; for(int c1=0;c1 6d1f23a050
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